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COURSE SEQUENCE 
Year 1

Summer 
DEHS 5007 Introduction to Audiology 
DEHS 5005 Factors in Child Language Acquisition 

Fall
DEHS 5003 Speech Mechanisms- Anatomy, Physiology, Acoustics 
DEHS 5011 Language Development 

Spring 
DEHS 6009 Aural Rehabilitation 
DEHS 6008 Speech for Students with Hearing Loss
DEHS 6002 Counseling Families of Children with Hearing Loss 

Year 2

Summer 
INTD 5064 Applied Statistics and Research 
DEHS 6004 Curriculum Modifications for Children with Hearing Loss 

Fall
DEHS 6006 Best Practices in Early Intervention 
DEHS 5021 Teaching/Management Apprenticeship I

Spring 
DEHS 6022 Teaching/Management Apprenticeship II 
DEHS 5001 Foundations of Deaf Education 
DEHS 6099 Comprehensive Examination



BACKGROUND
• Evidence-based methods for 

• improving performance
• creating effective, independent,                          

reflective practitioners 



THE PROCESS
• Developing Effective Teams

• Guiding Students Into Practice

• Setting the Stage for Mastery

• “Achieving” Mastery



TEACHING COMPETENCIES
Goal Description
Acoustic highlighting Verbally emphasizes words with non-spontaneously produced targets

(Aud) Critical elements Includes appropriate number of salient structures within an auditory task

Auditory development Maintains an appropriate position which maximizes auditory development

Auditory targets Adult effectively incorporates auditory goals within the framework of the lesson
Build-up, break-down After lack of comprehension is shown, adult presents concepts in simpler form and then returns to the 

more complex form
Differentiating instruction Uses a variety of questions, techniques,  and probes (including Bloom’s Taxonomy)

Execution Activity consistently reinforces targeted language and follows plan

Expansion Adult facilitates child language by adding more mature information related to child’s statement and/or 
topic  

Script use Script is conversational and developmentally appropriate; approximates language of a typically hearing 
peer

Self talk/ parallel talk Adult provides developmentally appropriate narrative of child’s actions or his or her own actions

Speech targets Reinforces speech targets in a meaningful and developmentally appropriate way that does not interrupt 
communication flow

Vocabulary breadth Effectively increases the number of words the child knows 

Vocabulary depth Effectively helps student increase his or her understanding of word characteristics such as phonemic, 
graphemic, morphemic, syntactic, semantic, collocational and phraseological properties

Wait time Teacher allows child an opportunity to formulate thoughts before requiring him to respond to a question 
or request

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQCew9PLI2A


THE PROCESS

• Lesson planning

• Pre-conference

• Lesson

• Post-conference

• Journaling

Observer

Language           
Facilitator and Coach 



LESSON PLANNING 
Targets/Goals

• Listening:
• 30-36 months 

• Follows two step unrelated directions

• Language: 
• Nouns and Noun Modifiers 24-30 months 

• Modifier + noun
• Prepositions and Pronouns 24-30 months

• On top of
• Prepositions and Pronouns 30-36 months

• Off of
• Questions 24-30 months

• What color? 

Modeled Language: 
I want to pick the big, red apple (insert other modifier 
words)

I want this apple on top of the tree. 

Let’s take it off of the tree

What color do you think Miss Holly wants? 

Elicited Language:
What do you see? (Low linguistic support)

Tell me about the apples. Which apple do you like? 

Oh, look at the blue apple! (sabotage) 

Where is the apple?  Where do you want to put the apple?  

Ask Miss Aliyah which color apple she wants. 



THE PROCESS

• Lesson planning

• Pre-conference

• Lesson

• Post-conference

• Journaling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bF-OUtpnW9s


JOURNALING 

Holly (Graduate Student 1)
• This week in lab, Sarah did a great job of 

hitting all the targets. She was able to elicit the 
targets "modifier + noun" and "off of" a few 
times. I liked the way Sarah used Aliyah and I 
as two more language models throughout the 
session. However, contingent responses were 
still difficult for Gabe.

• …this makes me think that maybe the target of 
"modifer + noun" when used with a color 
adjective and the target "what color?" may be 
inappropriate unless we can confirm that he 
knows at least some of his colors. 

• …it made it difficult to successfully use the 
targets such as "on top of" because we would 
say things like "put it on top of the green 
apple." it was unclear if he didn't understand 
"on top of" or "green." Maybe next session we 
should just stick to "big" and "little" as modifiers 
and see how Gabe does with that.

Aliyah (Graduate Student 2)
• Sarah elicited his question target what color?, 

and also modifier + noun, big apple little apple 
red green and yellow apple. 

• Gabe asked what color and used target 
words during the session. 

• Sarah also elicited his target on top of and off 
of. 

• I noticed the apple activities kept his attention 
and was something he was familiar with (he 
was learning apples in class all week). 

• He was inconsistent with his colors during the 
apple activities, maybe we should have gone 
over them before starting. 

• Sarah did some sabotage with him, but he 
went along with it until he was prompted that 
it was incorrect. 

• To me it seems that Gabe understand quite a 
bit, but his expressive vocabulary is far behind.



JOURNAL COMMENTS 

• I liked the way Sarah used Aliyah 
and I as two more language 
models throughout the session. 
However, contingent responses 
were still difficult for Gabe.

• Sarah did some sabotage with him, 
but he went along with it until he 
was prompted that it was incorrect. 



JOURNALING
• Aliyah mentioned my use of sabotage, which was unsuccessful. Because Gabe does 

not show comprehension of color words, calling something by the wrong color did 
not elicit a color modifier from him. What other strategies did I use or do you 
recommend for next time? 

• Wait time is a strategy we may find challenging with Gabe because he is always 
moving on to the next thing. 

• I’d like to discuss the importance of being aware of linguistic support. We want to 
give as little as possible, while still eliciting targeted language. When I asked Gabe 
what he wanted to ask me, that is an example of rather low linguistic support. It 
cued him into needing to ask a question, but he had to formulate the question and 
its content. The hope was that the first part of the lesson when we modeled the 
activity provide enough background. When his question didn’t include “What 
color?” I asked him “Can you ask me about what color I want?” This provided more 
support but still didn’t tell him exactly what to say. This way, we knew he could 
formulate the question and insert “what color” in the proper place. This is unlike 
when I told him to tell Aliyah “Here’s your little, yellow apple.”  He said it, but all that 
told us was he could imitate a five-word sentence. 

• When he said “What color you want?” I recasted and said “What color do you 
want?” I should have also acoustically highlighted the “do” that Gabe omitted. 

• What other strategies did you see or recommend for next session? 



JOURNAL COMMENTS 
• Aliyah mentioned my use of sabotage, which was unsuccessful. Because Gabe 

does not show comprehension of color words, calling something by the wrong 
color did not elicit a color modifier from him. What other strategies did I use or 
do you recommend for next time? 

• When his question didn’t include “What color?” I asked him “Can you ask me 
about what color I want?” This provided more linguistic support but still didn’t 
tell him exactly what to say. This way, we knew he could formulate the question 
and insert “what color” in the proper place as well as reverse pronouns. This is 
unlike when I told him to tell Aliyah “Here’s your little, yellow apple.”  He said it, 
but all that told us was he could imitate a five-word sentence. 

• When he said “What color you want?” I recasted and said “What color do you 
want?” I should have also acoustically highlighted the “do” that Gabe omitted. 

• What other strategies did you see or recommend for next session? 



DEVELOPING REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONERS:
PRE-CONFERENCING

• Goals (student’s targets) 
• What will you say and do to elicit targets? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlXly67ShH4


THE LESSON/IMPLEMENTATION 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sKeJbZAHafc


DEVELOPING REFLECTIVE PRACTITIONERS:
POST-CONFERENCING

• Goals (student’s targets)met 
• Strategies used to meet these goals

• Why were the strategies successful?

• Goals not met
• Strategies attempted

• Why weren’t these strategies successful?
• What to do differently next session

• Teaching competencies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36P-EP-jR40
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yWB3vG_mOpY


DEVELOPING REFLECTIVE 
PRACTITIONERS

• Students learn the importance of reflective practice as a 
mechanism for setting continued professional growth 
goals

• Students learn to view their own teaching practices 
through an analytical lens

• Identify 
– strategies that elicited student goals
– strategies that did not elicit goals
– ways to elicit goals more consistently next session



THE PROCESS

• Lesson planning

• Pre-conference

• Lesson

• Post-conference

• Journaling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCUTHdA18Pk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_56nq9Dl-f8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4FofCjFboYM


JOURNALING 
• First, I checked for comprehension of space vocabulary. I was surprised that Gabe 

knew the words "astronaut" and "space ship" but struggled with "moon." I tried a fast 
mapping activity but I am not sure that it was effective. Next, I checked for 
receptive understanding of the prepositions "above" and "below" during free play 
with a rocket ship. It seemed Gabe did not understand the meanings so I think we 
need to continue teaching and modeling those targets before we can expect him 
to expressively produce it.

• During this activity I was able to elicit "near" a few times. While I did not use the 
targets "away from" and "next to" as much as I was planning to, I think limiting the 
target to "near" may have helped elicit it. 

• Throughout all activities I tested if Gabe could discriminate between plural and 
singular nouns in a natural, play-like activity. He could not do this so I think next time I 
would try a more structured activity in which Gabe would just point to the plural or 
single noun picture or item. 

• I think this week I did a good job using wait time and auditory bombardment, 
however I could have used auditory first at the beginning of the lesson and auditory 
sandwich to teach/model the unknown targets and vocabulary words.



PEER RESPONSE:                        
IDENTIFYING STRATEGIES

• Holly modeled “at” for time, “above/below,” “will,” “next to,” and “near.”

• She used plenty of acoustic highlighting during the activities.

• Gabe used “near” when he said “near the chair” during the 
astronaut/captain activity. Gabe also said “at night”. 

• We discussed using auditory first more often in sessions. I think auditory first 
could have been effectively used during the introduction of the aliens and 
astronaut figurine naming, right before the captain activity. Overall, this was 
a great session. 



ACHIEVING MASTERY
• Discuss competency list and possible growth areas

• Develop action plan with a rank-ordering of competencies

• Select two teaching competencies 
• as primary goals
• for subsequent focus



COMPETENCY GOALS
Rank Order 

Competencies
Rationale and Examples

1) Wait Time R: I talk too much and too soon. The silences make me feel the lesson is stalling. 
E: Count to 8 silently while using body language i.e.: expectant gaze

2) Execution R: Focusing on the flow of the lesson and the language target at the same time can be difficult. 
E: An example would be inserting a language target into an academic objective such as “Put more counters in the red cup.”

3) Expansion R: Teachers should assist students in reaching the next level of language development- words to phrases, phrases to 
sentences, and simple sentences to complex sentences
E: student says, “The baby is cry” and teacher says, “Yes, the baby is crying because she is hungry. Poor baby is letting her
mom know she’s hungry.”

4) Script use R: Scripts help keep teachers stay focused on their targets. 
E: For example, for “uses possessive pronoun: my, your” (CASLLS Simple Sentence Level Prepostions and Pronouns 24-30 
months) the script might be 
“This is my drum, that is your drum. Hold your drum in your lap.”

5) Acoustic 
Highlighting

R: If not overused, it can be useful to point out an error without interrupting the flow of natural conversation.
E: If student says, “The boy eat” the teacher can say, “Yes, the boy is eating.”



ACHIEVING MASTERY
• Peer coach evaluates 

• application of competencies 
• Mentor evaluates 

• competencies
• overall lesson

• When 80% usage is achieved 
• student begins work with next rank-ordered competencies



THANK YOU!
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